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1 ABSTRACT

This document investigates the effects of small misalignments in a LIGO interferometer
configuration. Section 3 looks at the wavefront sensor signals from angular misalignments of the
interferometer mirrors and from tilts and shifts of the input laser beam. As a result a robust
alignment matrix is presented [3], using the angles of the test masses and the recycling mirror
only. The beamsplitter angle and the input beam deviations are then written as linear
combinations of the other degree-of freedoms.

In section 4 the light levels circulating in the interferometer are calculated, which are then used in
section 5 to deduce the shot noise limited detection angles. As it turns out, the shot noise limited
detection angles are tiny and of no practical importance.

Section 6 investigates the effects of an angular misalignment on the beam centering. A centering
matrix is deduced which can be used to control the beamsplitter angle and the input beam
direction and offset from the centering information obtained in transmission of the end test
masses and in reflection from the recycling mirror.

In section 7 the second order effect of a direct coupling of an angular misalignment into a
gravitational wave signal is calculated; and in section 8 the same is done for beam jitter. The
angular jitter at 150 Hz must not be larger than , otherwise the gravitational
wave signal will be deteriorated. The input beam jitter at 150 Hz has to be smaller than

 for a tilt and smaller than  for a lateral shift to keep its effect
on the gravitational wave signal small enough.

2 DEFINITIONS AND PARAMETERS

The basic formalism of the modal model as used in this document is outlined in ref. [1], whereas
the extensions and the conventions used for the LIGO interferometer configuration are given in
ref. [2]. The interferometer parameters used for the calculations in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Interferometer parameters.LIGO 4km configuration.

Parameter Unit arm (ITM) arm (ETM) recycl. (RM)

length (common / differential) m 3999.01 9.38 / 0.21

power transmission % 3 0.0015 2.44

power reflectivity % 96.995 99.9935 97.5

radius of curvature m –14571 7400 –9998.65

modulation frequencies MHz 23.971             35.956

modulation depths Γ 0.45                0.045

wave length µm 1.064

refractive index 1.44968

1
16–×10 rad Hz⁄

3
14–×10 rad Hz⁄ 6

10–×10 m Hz⁄
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3 ALIGNMENT MATRIX

The alignment matrix for the LIGO interferometer configuration was first calculated in ref. [3].
Following [4], we write the AM modulated light signal measured with a half-plane photodetector
(see Appendix A.3 of [1]) at an extraction port as follows:

(1)

whereP is the input laser power,  and  are the Bessel functions which describe the amplitude
of the carrier and its sidebands for a given modulation depth ,  is the amount of power
which is split off for the wavefront sensor,  is a factor which describes the exact shape of the
photodetector and is unity for a half-plane detector,  are the signal amplitudes,  are the
misalignment angles of the mirrors,  is the Guoy phase of the fundamental mode between the
extraction port and the photodetector,  are the intrinsic signal Guoy phase shifts,  is the
modulation frequency and  are the intrinsic signal rf phase shifts. From eqn. (1) one can easily
obtain the photocurrent induced in the detector by multiplying with the photodiode efficiency.

The wavefront sensor signals measured at different extraction ports give different combinations of
misalignment angle signals, and form the so-called alignment matrix. If this matrix is non-
singular, i.e. the it is always possible to determine which mirror caused the misalignment, one has
a robust sensing scheme for an angular servo system.

Table 2 lists the wavefront sensing signals at the dark port, in reflection, at the recycling cavity
pick-off, in reflection of on-line arm and in reflection for a non-resonant sideband. Listed are the
amplitudes, the intrinsic Guoy phase shifts and the intrinsic rf phase shifts. The letter ‘I’ denotes
the ‘in’-phase (0°), whereas ‘Q’ denotes the ‘quad’-phase (90°).

Table 2: Wavefront sensor signals.Top entry in each cell isAi (with significant values in
boldface), lower-left is rf-phase, and lower-right is the guoy phaseη0i.

angular degree-of-freedom

port ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

Dark –25.0 –11.4 < 10–3 < 10–3 ~ 10–3

Q 90° Q 90° Q 156° Q 156° Q 90°

Reflected 2.3 × 10–2 –1.37 –0.726 6.21 –9.60

Q 144° Q 144° I 97° I 146° I 146°

Recycling cavity /
1000

6.1 × 10–3 –0.367 4.8 × 10–2 1.73 –2.40

Q 144° Q 144° I 61° I 143° I 144°

Reflected
(non-resonant
sideband)

< 10–3 < 10–3 –2.12 –0.965 1.93

I 90° I 90° I 0°

WFSj t η Θ, ,( ) 2J0 Γ( )J1 Γ( )Pf split kPD
10

Aji Θi η η0i–( )cos ωmt φ0i+( )cos
i

∑=

J0 J1
Γ f split

kPD
10

Ai Θi
η

η0i ωm
φ0i
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A possible alignment matrix is presented in Table 3, using wavefront sensors in reflection and at
the dark port only. This matrix is non-singular and, thus, provides a robust sensing scheme for the
angular misalignment servo system.

One interesting feature of this matrix is that the two wavefront sensors 1 and 3 measure
approximately the same linear combination of misalignment angles which are most sensitive to
reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of the gravitational-wave readout [5]. One can also see that the
non-resonant sidebands are absolutely essential to distinguish a misalignment of the recycling
mirror from a common ITM misalignment. It also a better way to detect the common ETM
misalignment which is usually a rather small effect when measured with other wavefront sensors.

Table 3: Possible setup of wavefront sensors.The first three columns describe the position, the
rf phase and the Guoy phase of each detector. To the right the corresponding signal amplitudes are
listed for an independent set of angular degree of freedoms, forming the alignment matrix.

phases angular degrees of freedom

port rf Guoy ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

1   dark port Q 90° –25.0 –11.4 0 0 0

2   reflection Q 145° 0.023 –1.37 0 0 0

3   reflection I 145° 0 0 –0.486 6.21 –9.60

4   reflection, NR I 90° 0 0 –2.12 –0.965 0

5   reflection, NR I 0° 0 0 0 0 1.93

Table 4: Wavefront sensing signals for a beamsplitter misalignment (BS) and for a tilt or
shift of the input laser beam.Top entry in each cell isAi (with significant values in boldface),
lower-left is rf-phase, and lower-right is the guoy phaseη0i.

BS input beam

port angle tilt shift

Dark –0.111 < 10–3 < 10–3

Q 39° Q 90° Q 30°

Reflected 9.31 0.683 –0.731

168° 144° I 8° I 128°

Recycling cavity / 1000 –2.50 4.3 × 10–2 –4.6 × 10–2

168° 144° I 144° I 83°

Reflected – NR sideband 0.016 1.95 2.08

174° 21° I 0° I 120°
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It is instructive to see how the non-resonant sideband actually does its trick. Normally, a highly
degenerate single cavity will produce similar alignment signals for the input and the rear mirror.
So, one might expect that it is impossible to ever fully decompose the misalignment signals in the
LIGO recycling cavity. But, a coupled double cavity has the unique property that a tilt of the
middle mirror changes the resonant eigenmode in the rear cavity and that, thus, the reflected light
from the middle mirror (rear cavity) is also laterally shifted with respect to the incident beam. It is
exactly this shift vs. tilt which then separates the two signals from the front and the middle mirror
in Guoy phase.

Until now, only angular misalignments of the test masses and the recycling mirror were
investigated, and the influence of a misaligned beamsplitter or tilted and shifted input laser beam
was neglected. These are not new angular degree-of-freedoms and both the misalignment of the
beamsplitter and the input beam can be expressed as linear combinations of a misalignment of the
four test masses and the recycling mirror. The wavefront sensor signals are listed in Table 4. As
one would expect the beamsplitter misalignment (BS) is a combination of the off-line arm mirror
angles only:

(2)

Furthermore, a tilt of the input beam  can be written as a common misalignment of all
interferometer mirrors

(3)

whereas a shift of the input beam  reduces to

(4)

where  is the divergence angle of an arm cavity and  is the waist size of an arm cavity,

(5)

4 LIGHT LEVELS AT THE EXTRACTION PORTS

The light intensities at the dark port, in reflection, inside the recycling cavity, inside the arm
cavities and in transmission through the end test masses are listed in Table 5 — each for the
carrier, the resonant sidebands and the non-resonant sidebands. A perfect contrast was assumed
and no losses, except the transmission through the ETMs.

BS 0.91 ETM2 2.00 ITM2– 0.02 RM–=

IBtilt

IBtilt 0.651 ETM– 1.428 ITM 1.01 RM+ +=

IBshift

IBshift

w0

Φ0

------- 0.515 ETM 0.749 ITM 0.531 RM+ +( )–=

Φ0
w0

Φ0
9.65

6–×10 rad= and w0 3.51
2–×10= m.
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5 SHOT NOISE LIMITS FOR WAVEFRONT SENSING SIGNALS

Knowing the light levels at the extraction ports one is now able to calculate the shot noise which
limits the wavefront sensing. Following the derivation in section 2.2.3 of ref. [4] and using
eqn. (1), the shot noise limited detection angles can be written as:

(6)

where  is the elementary charge,  the light level at the extraction port,  the photodetector
efficiency and  is the absolute value of the signal amplitude for the corresponding wavefront
sensor:

(7)

The shot noise limited detection angles are listed in Table 6, assuming that the contrast of the
interferometer is perfect, that the fraction of light split-off for each wavefront sensor is

 at each extraction port, that the input laser intensity is  and that the
photodetector efficiency for YAG laser light is . It can be seen from Table 6 that
the shot noise limited detection angles are tiny compared to the required angular control as
derived in ref. [5].

6 CENTERING

Centering of a laser beam relative to the CoG (center of gravity) of a mirror is important, since the
coupling of the thermal noise for yaw and pitch of a mirror into the gravitational wave signal is
directly proportional to the centering error. The center of a laser beam can be measured by

1. Perfect contrast is assumed.

Table 5: Light Intensities.All numbers are in Watts assuming a 6 W input beam.

port RC arm cavity

Light input dark 1 reflect. inside inside trans.

carrier 5.410 0 0.17 301 20000 0.30

resonant sideband 0.577 0.50 0.056 10.8 0.04 < 10–6

NR sideband 0.006 < 10–5 0.0061 < 10–3 < 10–6 < 10–11

Table 6: Shot noise limited detection angles.The values are given in units of rad per .

wavefront sensors

1 2 3 4 5

1.3 × 10–15 1.8 × 10–14 2.1 × 10–15 9.5 × 10–14 1.2 × 10–13

ΘSN
1
A

------ 1

J0 Γ( )J1 Γ( )
------------------------------

q Pi P⁄( )
εP f split
---------------------=

q Pi ε
A

A Ai
2

i
∑=

f split 10
2–

= P 6 W=
ε 0.39 A/W=

Hz
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determining the CoG of a beam profile, for example, with a CCD camera. Table 7 lists the effects
of a angular misalignment on the center positions of the laser beam at the dark port, in reflection,
inside the recycling cavity on the recycling mirror and inside the arm cavities on the test masses.

During detection mode the angles of the recycling mirror and the test masses are controlled by the
wavefront alignment system, leaving only the angle of the beamsplitter and the tilt and shift of the
input beam as degree-of-freedoms to be available for a centering control system. Assuming that
the wavefront alignment system acts as a null servo on its degree-of-freedoms, a misalignment of
the beamsplitter or a tilt and shift of the input beam can be measured by determining the centers of
the beams in reflection of the interferometer and in transmission through the end test masses.

The wavefront sensor signals in matrix form read:

(8)

whereA is the alignment matrix,  is a 5 component vector of the misalignment angles of
recycling mirror and test masses,B is a 5×3 matrix describing the wavefront sensing signals
coming from the beamsplitter and the input beam and  is a 3 component vector of the
misalignment angles of the beamsplitter and the tilt and shift of the input beam.

(9)

The null-servo condition for the wavefront alignment system takes then the simple form

   or (10)

Table 7: Matrix of beam center sensitivity.All numbers are in units of waist size per divergence
angle of the arm cavity.

angular degree-of-freedom

mirror ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM BS IBtilt IBshift

dark port < 10–4 < 10–2 0.340 –20.4 28.6 29.1 –0.521 0.918

reflected < 10–4 < 10–3 5.65 13.6 –15.3 –15.5 0.279 –3.95

recycling < 10–4 < 10–4 1.15 –0.189 0.995 1.01 –0.018 0.022

ITM1 –1.16 –0.528 1.17 0.532 0.006 < 10–3 < 10–3 < 10–3

ITM2 1.16 0.528 1.17 0.532 0.006 0.012 < 10–3 < 10–3

ETM1 –0.846 –1.16 0.846 1.16 0.013 < 10–3 < 10–3 < 10–3

ETM2 0.846 1.16 0.846 1.16 0.013 0.025 < 10–3 < 10–3

WFS AΘ BΨ+=

Θ

Ψ

Ψ
BS

IBtilt

IBshift

=

WFS 0= Θ A 1– BΨ–=
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If the centering signals  for the reflected light and the light transmitted through the end test
masses are written analogously

(11)

with C a 3×5 andD a 3×3 matrix, one can use eqn. (10) to eliminate

(12)

The values for the centering matrixZ are given in Table 8.

7 GW-SIGNAL DUE TO MISALIGNMENT

In first order, an angular misalignment of the interferometer does not produce a signal at the dark
port which could be interpreted as a gravitational wave signal. But, in second order, a
misalignment of one mirror can generated TEM10 mode which is then transformed back into
TEM00 by an angular misalignment of a second mirror. This TEM00 might then leave the
interferometer through the dark port and imitate a gravitational wave signal. For the perfectly
aligned interferometer the gravitational-wave read-out at the dark port is, of course, zero. We can
then write the most general second order equation for a gravitational wave signalGWSangle due to
angular misalignment as follows:

(13)

where  is a 5(10) component vector of the mirror misalignment angles andH is the Hessian
matrix. The matrixH can be diagonalized; its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given in Table 9.
For obtaining these values it was assumed that the rotation points (axes) of the mirror
misalignments are lying in the center of the beam at the reflecting surfaces of the mirrors. In
reality, the CoG of a mirror lies about 5 cm behind the surface and the laser beam might hit the
mirror off center. The effect coming from the CoG not lying at the surface adds terms of the form

 for each mirror misalignment. If the angles are measured in units of the arm cavity
divergence angle, the absolute value forhi is of the order  of differential arm length
change and, hence, much smaller than the effect calculated in eqn. (13).

If we require that the gravitational wave signal at about 150 Hz due to angular misalignment is
smaller than  and if we assume that the alignment servo system controls the

Table 8: Centering Matrix. The values are in units of arm cavity waist size per arm cavity
divergence angle (for BS and IBtilt ) or per arm cavity waist size (IBshift).

port BS IB tilt IBshift

reflection –0.019 –0.035 1.02

transmission ETM1 0.018 –1.11 1.31

transmission ETM2 2.21 –1.11 1.31

δx

δx CΘ DΨ+=

Θ

δx CA 1– B– D+( )Ψ ZΨ≡=

GWSangle Θ( ) 1
2
---ΘHΘ=

Θ

hiΘi
2 2⁄

5
12–×10 m

5
21–×10 m Hz⁄
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angles within  of a divergence angle at small frequencies (<10 Hz), then the angular jitter at
150 Hz has to be smaller than  of a divergence angle.

8 INPUT BEAM JITTER

Input beam jitter can couple directly into the gravitational wave read-out, if the interferometer is
misaligned [6]. This effect is very small for a common misalignment of the test masses and the
recycling mirror. It is more pronounced for the differential misalignment of the test masses. One
can then write the induced gravitational wave signal at the dark port as:

(14)

Table 10 lists the equivalent differential arm length change for the constants  and  in units of
divergence angle of the misalignment angle and of divergence angle or of waist size of the input
beam tilt or shift, respectively. Alternatively, one can also look at second order effects from the
beam jitter alone. These effects are, however, completely negligible.

If we require that the gravitational wave signal at about 150 Hz due to beam jitter is smaller than
 and if we assume that the alignment servo system controls the angular degree-

of-freedoms to within  of a divergence angle at small frequencies (< 10Hz), then the beam
jitter at 150 Hz has to be smaller than  of a divergence angle for both tilt directions
and smaller than  of a waist size for the shifts inx andy.

Table 9: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix describing the gravitational
wave signal due to angular misalignment. The eigenvalues are given in units of meters of
differential arm length change (added to the on-line arm and subtracted from off-line arm length)
times the square of the arm cavity divergence angle.

eigenvalues
eigenvectors

∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

4.75 × 10–7 0.551 0.443 –0.492 –0.501 0.082

–4.75 × 10–7 0.551 0.443 0.492 0.501 –0.082

1.25 × 10–7 0.443 –0.551 0.508 –0.486 0.080

–1.25 × 10–7 0.443 –0.551 –0.508 0.486 –0.080

1.4 × 10–11 0 0 0 0.161 0.987

10
3–

1
11–×10 Hz⁄

GWSjitter α ∆x Θ, ,( ) 1
2
--- Θi Biα Ci∆x+( )

i
∑∝

Bi Ci

5
21–×10 m Hz⁄

10
3–

3
9–×10 Hz⁄

2
8–×10 Hz⁄
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Table 10: Gravitational-wave sensitivity to beam jitter and misalignment.The values are in
units of meters of differential arm length change per arm cavity divergence angle and per arm
cavity divergence angle (forBi) or arm cavity waist size (forCi); see also ref. [6].

angular degree-of-freedom

input beam ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

tilt (Bi) –19.1 × 10–10 –8.66 × 10–10 < 10–14 < 10–12 < 10–12

shift (Ci) –3.66 × 10–10 –1.74 × 10–10 < 10–13 ~ 10–12 ~ 10–12
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APPENDIX A 2 KM INTERFEROMETER

This appendix summarizes the results from the 2km system.

Table 11: Interferometer parameters.LIGO 2km configuration.

Parameter Unit arm (ITM) arm (ETM) recycl. (RM)

length (common / differential) m 2003.35 11.67 / 0.26

power transmission % 3 0.0015 2.44

power reflectivity % 96.995 99.9935 97.5

radius of curvature m –14571 7400 –9935.74

modulation frequencies MHz 19.267             28.900

modulation depths Γ 0.45                0.045

wave length µm 1.064

refractive index 1.44968

Table 12: Wavefront sensor signals (LIGO 2km configuration). Top entry in each cell isAi (with
significant values in boldface), lower-left is rf-phase, and lower-right is the guoy phaseη0i.

angular degree-of-freedom

port ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

Dark –28.6 –20.7 < 10–3 < 10–3 < 10–2

Q 90° Q 90° Q 0° Q 0° Q 90°

Reflected 1.56 × 10–2 –1.48 –0.780 6.71 –10.4

Q 151° Q 151° I 95° I 156° I 154°

Recycling cavity /
1000

4.2 × 10–3 –0.398 6.1 × 10–2 1.89 –2.61

Q 151° Q 151° I 74° I 150° I 151°

Reflected
(non-resonant
sideband)

< 10–3 < 10–3 –2.42 –1.75 1.91

I 90° I 90° I 0°
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Table 13: Possible setup of wavefront sensors (LIGO 2km configuration). The first three
columns describe the position, the rf phase and the Guoy phase of each detector. To the right the
corresponding signal amplitudes are listed for an independent set of angular degree of freedoms,
forming the alignment matrix.

phases angular degrees of freedom

port rf Guoy ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

1   dark port Q 90° –28.6 –20.7 0 0 0

2   reflection Q 152° 0.016 –1.48 0 0 0

3   reflection I 152° 0 0 –0.41 6.71 –10.43

4   reflection, NR I 90° 0 0 –2.42 –1.75 0

5   reflection, NR I 0° 0 0 0 0 1.91

Table 14: Wavefront sensing signals for a beamsplitter misalignment (BS) and for a tilt or
shift of the input laser beam (LIGO 2km configuration). Top entry in each cell isAi (with
significant values in boldface), lower-left is rf-phase, and lower-right is the guoy phaseη0i.

BS input beam

port angle tilt shift

Dark –0.164 < 10–3 < 10–3

Q 59° Q 90° Q 24°

Reflected –10.1 0.640 –0.670

168° 152° I 7° I 121°

Recycling cavity / 1000 –2.72 4.7 × 10–2 –4.9 × 10–2

168° 152° I 151° I 85°

Reflected – NR sideband –0.019 1.92 2.01

I–3° 39° I 0° I 114°
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(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Table 15: Shot noise limited detection angles (LIGO 2km configuration). The values are given
in units of rad per .

wavefront sensors

1 2 3 4 5

1.1 × 10–15 1.8 × 10–14 2.2 × 10–15 8.3 × 10–14 1.3 × 10–13

Table 16: Centering Matrix (LIGO 2km configuration). The values are in units of arm cavity
waist size per arm cavity divergence angle (for BS and IBtilt ) or per arm cavity waist size (IBshift).

port BS IB tilt IBshift

reflection –0.002 –0.036 1.001

transmission ETM1 0.007 –0.706 1.157

transmission ETM2 1.394 –0.706 1.157

Table 17: Gravitational-wave sensitivity to beam jitter and misalignment (LIGO 2km
configuration). The values are in units of meters of differential arm length change per arm cavity
divergence angle and per arm cavity divergence angle (forBi) or arm cavity waist size (forCi); see
also ref. [6].

angular degree-of-freedom

input beam ∆ETM ∆ITM ETM ITM RM

tilt (Bi) –2.57 × 10–9 –1.86 × 10–9 < 10–13 ~ 10–12 ~ 10–12

shift (Ci) –3.22 × 10–10 –2.40 × 10–10 < 10–13 < 10–12 < 10–12

BS 1.46 ETM2 2.01 ITM2– 0.01 RM–=

IBtilt 1.03 ETM– 1.43 ITM 1.01 RM+ +=

IBshift

w0

Φ0

------- 0.325 ETM 0.598 ITM 0.427 RM+ +( )–=

Φ0
10.81

6–×10 rad= and w0 3.13
2–×10= m.

Hz


